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Beginning on December 15th, we will hold this training period following the dharma activity. I 

always tell you that it has come to pass that we are holding this Kessei because of the dharma 

activity. During teisho, I am always telling you about what the dharma activity is. So, it is 

unnecessary for me to talk about it again now. We will spend the next week, ending on the morning 

of the 22nd, studying about the historical Buddha’s enlightenment. There are only about two or 

three people who have come from the outside to participate in this Kessei training period. Although 

there are several more people who have come just to participate in dai-sesshin. 

 

In the old days, it was said that when the worldly world is thriving then the world of Dharma 

practice will be in decline.  This is because everyone is happy when they have their “I am” self 

affirmed. The same is true, whether it is in the academic world or the business world or whatever 

world. When you have your “I am” self affirmed, then you are happy. For example, in the 

academic, scholarly world, if you don’t affirm people then they are unhappy. That is what is meant 

in the ancient phrase, “If the worldly ‘I am’ dharma teaching is popular and affirmed then the true 

dharma teaching is unpopular and doesn’t thrive.” No matter what realm, whether it is in the 

academic, the religious, or the business worlds, if we negate the self then it’s unpopular. Buddhism, 

however, says that to dissolve the “I am” self is to follow the dharma activity. 

 

It isn’t really a question of whether it’s popular or unpopular to negate the self. To dissolve the 

self is simply to follow the dharma activity. From the old days in Tathagata Zen it has been said 

that when the self is gone, when the self is negated, then that is the Zero position. When the “I am” 

self is gone where does it go? Everybody manifests, sometimes, an “I am” self, but when that “I 

am” self vanishes, then where does it go? It’s very simple actually. Shakyamuni Buddha on 
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December 8th, at the time of his enlightenment simply manifested the wisdom that knows that this 

“I am” self melts into absolute space. 

 

Everybody forgets this most fundamental principle: When you disappear into absolute space then 

there is nothing to say. Everybody does zazen forgetting this. Everybody does sanzen standing up 

and sitting down, but they forget this fundamental principle of the “I am” self melting into space. 

However, even if you can experience absolute space, even if you can manifest this fundamental 

tenet of Zen, the big boss of Buddhism, Shakyamuni, says that you can’t attach to that experience. 

Again, as it has always been said, after dying the one great death itself, you will be reborn. In 

English this is called the manifestation of resurrection; although, in English, resurrection probably 

has a slightly different flavor to it. You must then resurrect your “I am” self. 

 

Therefore, the practice of Tathagata Zen is to repeat over and over again on the one hand, 

manifesting/dissolving the “I am” self, and on the other hand, manifesting/affirming the position 

of the self. If you can really grasp this fundamental principle of manifesting both of these selves, 

then no matter what problem arises, it won’t be problem. You can freely answer and respond to 

that so-called problem. Although I tell you this same thing over and over again, you still have this 

incredible tendency to want to state your opinion, to want to figure things out, to want to ask 

questions, even if you’ve practiced for 10 years. Why don’t you just try stopping this? The only 

thing I’m hoping for all of you who have come to help us celebrate the Buddha’s enlightenment 

during this Rohatsu dai-sesshin, is for you to somehow be able to experience both dissolving the 

self and manifesting the self. 

 

If you can manifest this fundamental principle, then you can enter any kind of field of study, and, 

for the sake of other people you can be useful. Because you will also understand that every single 

way of thinking or way of study is simply a temporary means,  an upaya, an expedient teaching 

used to help other people temporarily. If you can manifest this fundamental principle, you will also 

see, according to Tathagata Zen, that the perfect condition, the state of absolute space, the 
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dharmakaya, the cosmic Buddha itself, is also just one manifestation that arises within the process 

of the way of walking—of being a person. The moment you attach to anything and say this or that 

about it, you are no longer truly studying Buddhism. Even if you attach to Variochana, the cosmic 

Buddha, or God that is already not Buddhism. The moment you attach to the idea of salvation, 

already not Buddhism. Because salvation is not a fixated thing. 

 

I pray that during this one week, you can grasp both of these standpoints, at least once. At least 

once you can grasp the standpoint of dissolving the self, becoming the perfect self, the dharmakaya, 

absolute space, and grasp the standpoint of the manifestation of resurrecting the self. This is my 

greeting, my one word to all of you on the occasion of the beginning of this Kessei training period 

and the beginning of Rohatsu dai-sesshin. 

 

終 

The End 

 

 


